Goldfield Chamber of Commerce Minutes
PO Box 204, Goldfield NV. 89013 phone/fax 775-485-3560 GoldfieldNevadaChamber@gmail.com

Meeting Date: April 20, 2015
Malek called meeting to order at 6: pm.
Malek gave a report on the Big Map advertising.
Malek and Lisa worked on Chamber of Commerce logo using the sign on the Chamber building.
The Chamber computer will be worked on in the future. The Goldfield Days planning meetings will begin on
May 4th. May Daze will be on May 29th and 30th.
Rod Myers commented that there are people that know of and think about Goldfield in a positive manner. Also
the Cannon people want to come back for this year. Malek said they were in his shop just a week ago.
Carl Brownfield said he will start advertising for Goldfield Days when it gets closer.
PK Higgins said he will spread the Goldfield Days flier on the east coast on his upcoming trip in May.
Malek reported that he and Jody distributed Goldfield Days fliers in Mina, Hawthorne, and Carson City, and next
week will distribute in the Tahoe area, and that Lisa and Denise distributed fliers up through the Elko area and
down through Ely after Rural Round UP.
PK said he is putting up a Goldfield information sign by the Radio Museum and everyone one is welcome to put
their sign up on the sign announcing their business.
Accommodations for people to stay in Goldfield during Goldfield Days was discussed. At this point Sue said she
in not opening the RV Park. Some of Frosty Clark’s RV spaces may be ready for Goldfield Days.
Malek talked to Jim Marsh and Bob Perchetti about reserving rooms for Goldfield Days. If they are reserved then
they must be paid for.
There was discussion about setting up temporary showers for campers. There was more discussion about rooms
in Tonopah. Malek talked about RV spaces and said Frosty’s are not ready, Dominic and Lisa only have five
spaces, so Malek said he is going to call Sue Wiscome about the trailer park and offer to pay out of his pocket for
the power to be turned on for at least five days. Two days before Goldfield Days and for one day after.
Dick Ruiz suggested maybe we can lease the RV Park from them. Malek said it’s not just a matter of leasing it,
we would also have to get insurance.
Malek said that anyone who has any ideas about housing and places for people to stay, please bring it up at our
next Goldfield Days meeting in two weeks.
It was mentioned about having tents at the park.
Malek asked that if anybody is going on any trips, please get some fliers and spread them out in different areas.
Also any of the Chamber businesses needs to bring in their business cards or any information they have for
themselves and we will distribute them as well, however we are not going to baby sit the businesses, they need to
bring their information in.
Carl Brownfield talked about Sam Wise who is currently looking for property in Goldfield to use for a barrel
house. This would be an additional business in town and may also add to the tourism part of Goldfield.
Rod Myers thanked everybody that was involved rescuing and getting the Goldfield Chamber of Commerce back
on tract to being a chamber of commerce.
Patty Beth motioned to adjourn the meeting, Denise Behrens seconded, and all agreed meeting adjourned at 6:50
pm.
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